Abstract. This paper proposes the novel deep neural network and hierarchical cluster analysis based sports effect evaluation model. The athletes' physical fitness by the body shape, body functions and sports quality of three elements and body shape is refers to the shape and size of body internal and external. Therefore, it is important and essential for us to propose the evaluation model. We enhance the model through the following aspect. (1) Hierarchical clustering algorithm generally assumes that the distance of clustering objects meet three characteristics: the negative, symmetry and triangle inequality. It is added to enhance the accuracy; (2) The depth of the neural network used is a kind of the depth, complex structure that has the stronger ability to learn. Based on template matching model with two layers of the cell can be thought of, the first layer building to multiple template matching of input data, we enhance the structure with the integration of optimization. The proposed model could enhance the robustness of the traditional ones.
Introduction
Physical adaptation for human life, work, study and leisure activities should have a variety of physical ability, usually including continuous movement, against the basic activities such as resistance and fast moving ability. The athletes' physical fitness by the body shape, body functions and sports quality of three elements and body shape is refers to the shape and size of body internal and external; Body function refers to the body function of each organ system; Sports quality refers to the body in the activities of the basic sports ability, mainly by the body's energy supply ability, and muscle strength, coordination, flexibility and agility of physiological factors. Therefore, it is important and essential for us to propose the evaluation model. Valuable information from the vast amounts of data mining is the purpose of the data mining research, data clustering in data mining is one of the commonly used and effective means.
Hierarchical clustering algorithm generally assumes that the distance of clustering objects meet three characteristics: the negative, symmetry and triangle inequality. Symmetric distance exists in many applications, but in that the practical application environment, between objects, there are quite a number of asymmetric distances. The primary characteristics of the method can be summarized as follows.
 Two clusters or cluster to calculate the distance between the object and mechanism. The distance of the basic cluster computing is condensed type hierarchy clustering the merger of the core, distance between the building cluster computing mechanisms is another problem need to be solved.  Due to the distance are asymmetric, it is difficult to choose two from the smallest objects, choosing two therefore needs to determine appropriate mechanism of clustering objects. Most current classification, regression, such as basic learning method for shallow structure algorithm, the limitation lies in limited samples and cell cases of complex function said ability is limited, its generalization ability for complex classification problems under certain constraints. Deep learning by learning the nonlinear network structure, the complex function approximation, the characterization of the input data distributed said, and shows the strong concentration of the general learning essential characteristics of data sets from a few samples. Under this basis, we propose a novel deep neural network and hierarchical cluster analysis based sports effect evaluation model in this paper while will be analyzed in detail in the later sections.
The Deep Neural Network Architecture Analysis
In traditional research, there are a lot of expression data statistical model, but mostly is relatively simple or shallow model, the study on complex data often cannot obtain good learning results. The depth of the neural network used is a kind of the depth, complex structure that has the stronger ability to learn. Based on template matching model with two layers of the cell can be thought of, the first layer building to multiple template matching of input data, each unit can output a match, the second in particular mechanism, the first layer of output matching degree. A typical example is based on local matching method which can be summarized as the follows.
Since the current computing platform cannot meet the requirements of general BP algorithm for computing performance, many researchers in view of the BP neural network parallel algorithm is presented. In view of the BP neural network parallel algorithm can be divided into two categories, structure and parallel data in parallel mode. Structure is parallel to the primary internal structure of the trained network segmentation, and data segmentation is the training data split evenly distributed to compute nodes which could be listed as the following procedures.
 The depth of the generative structure. High order correlation characteristics of the structure to describe the data or that the joint probability distribution of the observed data and the corresponding category.  The hybrid structure. Its goal is to distinguish between features but usually takes advantage of the forming of the structure of the output will be more optimized.
 Distinguish between deep structure. The aim is to provide for the pattern classification to distinguish between the feature ability, usually describe the posterior distribution of the data. In order to get the generative weights, using unsupervised training greedy way to implement one by one, in the process of the training, the first visual vector-valued mappings to hidden unit and then the visual reconstruction of hidden layer units.
Deep learning, machine learning and general pattern recognition is about three successively in the development of technology in the field of intelligent learning, these three similar but the focus is different. In the figure one, we show the principles. 
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Hierarchical Cluster Analysis Model and the Proposed Method
In many clustering method, the hierarchical method is a kind of very important clustering method, the basic idea is to recursively to merger or division of the data, the data set is divided into nested class hierarchy or class pedigree chart. The advantages of this method are able to get different granularity of basic multi-level clustering structure. In this paper, the choice of factors that can adapt to different clustering based on the characteristics of the clustering problems, selecting the appropriate choice factor, not only depends on the distance of the average minimum. In condensed type hierarchy clustering algorithm, the connection process is to merge, two different clusters is the core of the clustering. Common connection methods are single connection algorithm, the whole connection algorithm, average connection algorithm and weighted connection algorithm, etc. Average connection algorithm to the average distance between two clusters of elements as the distance between two clusters, according to this definition, and this paper defined the distance between the clusters are as follows.
Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.138 (ISI 2016) For the further propose, we should consider the following issues. (1) If should belong to the same class samples were assigned to different category, the overlap between class and class will be larger. In other words, a good clustering results with large discreteness between categories. (2) Within the same class samples with similar or identical attributes with each other, that is to say, the density of clustering metric values should be minimization, otherwise, the properties of different samples were divided into the same class, then the class inside the class of density measurement value will be larger. In the following figure 2, we show the hierarchical cluster analysis model demonstration.
Fig. 2. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis Model Demonstration
With the combination of the prior proposed models, we could then enhance the evaluation model with the following theories. In order to reduce the complexity of the calculation in the process of the network survivability assessment, the need of the division of the regional network resources in a reasonable manner, the segmentation method as follows: in the process of network operation, usually divided into a single network operation behavior and multiple network operation behavior. In the act of a single network operation, as every network operation needs to get a network operation path. In the process of network operation can make use of the sphere above said a state of safe operation of network. But, because of the large amount of the network operating data, not for every network operating behavior status description search a sphere, as a result, need samples for the security of the network running and insecure sample, respectively, a sphere is described as the following formula.
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